
Measuring Considerations for BRODA Chairs 
 with the BRODA app (Additional Positioning Package) 

 
The BRODA app offers additional contouring and immersion for enhanced comfort and pressure redistribution.  

Due to the dimensions of the cushions (even when compressed), additional considerations may be needed when 
sizing a BRODA chair with the BRODA app.  

SEAT DEPTH: Seat Cushions are available in the following depths (17”, 19” and 21”) 

BRODA app cushions can be configured to the chair depths currently available from BRODA as follows:
Seat Cushion Depth:  17” (Fits 15.5” or 17” BRODA chair seat depth) 

                        19” (Fits 17” or 18.5” BRODA chair seat depth)  
          21” (Fits 18.5” or 20” BRODA chair seat depth) 
 
When measuring the seat depth for the individual user, please keep in mind that the BRODA app back support 
could add approximately 1.5” to 2“ to the user’s seat depth.  Below are some examples of possible individual seat 
depth to cushion configurations. (See measuring guidelines above.) 

- For a 15.5” measured seat depth, a 17” chair seat depth with a 17” cushion depth may be considered 
- For a 17” measured seat depth, an 18.5” chair seat depth with a 19” cushion depth may be considered 
- For a 18.5” measured seat depth, a 20” chair seat depth with a 21” cushion depth may be considered 

SEAT WIDTH: Seat Cushions are currently available for 16”, 18”, 20”, 22” 24”, 26”, 28” BRODA chairs. 

LEG REST (Positioning Chairs): The app cushion adds approximately 2 - 3” to the user’s seat to floor height.   

For proper contact on the footrest, a 3 strap footrest may be preferred. Refer to the matrix below; 

Standard 4 Strap Footrest *Shortest Length (Top position) =       17.5” Length 
Standard 4 Strap Footrest *Longest Length (Bottom position) =     23” Length 
3 Strap Footrest *Shortest Length (Top position) =          16”  Length 
3 Strap Footrest *Longest Length (Bottom position) =  21.5” Length

*Lengths are approximate, measured from top of compressed seat cushion to top of footrest cushion 

SEAT TO FLOOR HEIGHT (Mobility Chairs): The BRODA app seat cushion may add approximately 2- 3” to the user’s 
seat to floor height.  

For proper seat to floor height for foot propelling, it is recommended to lower the chair seat height by 2-3”. 
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